Drinking the Kool-Aid

“Everybody, everybody everywhere, has his own movie going, his own scenario,
and everybody is acting his movie out like mad, only most people don’t know that
is what they’re trapped by, their little script.” ― Tom Wolfe, The Electric Kool-Aid
Acid Test

US China linguistics is blinking amber
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In the Year [2020] of the Virus, which began with a Bang and the Assassination of
the iconic Qasem Suleimani, it is as if everything has turned viral, non linear and
multiplicative and that Feedback Loops can spin with dizzying speed and out of
control, in a blink of an eye.
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Last week, the US China ‘’Tit for Tat’’ went ‘’Rat a Tat Tat’’ with the US shutting
down the Chinese Consulate in Houston
@marcorubio tweeted Jul 22 #China’s Houston consulate is a massive spy center,
forcing it to close is long overdue.
The Chinese shut down Chengdu in response and put the whole shutdown show on
a Live Feed

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo added some accelerant
Frequent criticism of “Communist” China and its ruling Communist Party @SecPompeo used the word 27 times in a speech on Thursday that called a more
assertive approach to China the “mission of our time”
"Today we sit wearing masks and watching the pandemic’s body count rise because
the CCP failed in its promises." - @SecPompeo
I am convinced that the only ‘’zoonotic’’ origin was one that was accelerated in
the Laboratory #COVID19
https://bit.ly/3iVaxu7
There is also a non negligible possibility that #COVID19 was deliberately released –
Wuhan is to the CCP as Idlib is to the Syrian Regime – and propagated world wide.
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"...watching the Chinese military grow stronger and more menacing...Is this
China’s definition of a “win-win” situation? Is America safer?" - @SecPompeo @NAR
https://twitter.com/NAR/status/1286438291143823364?s=20
The Markets are very complacent about A US China ‘’Hot War’’
https://bit.ly/300GI4e
This is intergalactic Darwinism. @bopinion @nfergus
https://bit.ly/3iVaxu7
The universe is a dark forest. Every civilization is an armed hunter stalking through
the trees like a ghost ... trying to tread without sound ... The hunter has to be
careful, because everywhere in the forest are stealthy hunters like him.
[In fact, the Truth of the Matter, is this. If the US were serious about repelling the
Chinese advance then it is a Now or Never moment]
"...the CCP regime is a Marxist-Leninist regime. General Secretary Xi Jinping is a
true believer in a bankrupt totalitarian ideology. His ideology informs his decadeslong desire for global hegemony built on Chinese Communism." - @SecPompeo
"This isn’t about containment. It’s about a complex new challenge we’ve never
faced before: The USSR was closed off from the free world. Communist China is
already here, within our borders." - @SecPompeo
It is a PUT UP or SHUT UP MOMENT and @SecPompeo is signaling the US will not
SHUT UP

a Chinese H-6K bomber patrolling islands and reefs including Huangyan Dao in the
South China Sea. Photo: Xinhua @globaltimesnews
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US Allies much derided by President Trump are falling into line.
Australia Joins U.S. in Opposing Beijing’s South China Sea Claim @bpolitics
https://j.mp/3gclIwR
Australia joined the U.S. in rejecting China’s expansive maritime claims in the
South China Sea, calling them “inconsistent” with the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea.
“There is no legal basis for China to draw straight baselines connecting the
outermost points of maritime features or ‘island groups’ in the South China Sea,”
Australia’s mission to the UN wrote in a filing on Friday.
“Australia rejects China’s claim to ‘historic rights’ or ‘maritime rights and
interests’ as established in the ‘long course of historical practice’ in the South
China Sea.”
Paper Tiger @NarendraModi will also have to step up notwithstanding that Xi has
him in a chokehold.

Geopolitically speaking we have entered ‘’a furin cleavage site’’
moment
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It is impossible to ignore the introduction of a PRRA insert between S1 and S2:
it sticks out like a splinter. This insert creates the furin cleavage site

And the Run Up to the November Election is going to add more volatility not less.

There are plenty of Merchants of Propaganda in the matter of
#COVID19 spanning Nobel Prize Winners
US COVID19 will be done in 4 weeks with a total reported death below 170,000.
How will we know it is over? Like for Europe, when all cause excess deaths are at
normal level for week. @MLevitt_NP2013
https://twitter.com/MLevitt_NP2013/status/1287036738565738496?s=20
US COVID19 will be done in 4 weeks with a total reported death below 170,000.
How will we know it is over? Like for Europe, when all cause excess deaths are at
normal level for week. Reported COVID19 deaths may continue after 25 Aug. &
reported cases will, but it will be over.

Professor @MLevitt_NP2013 is in the company of President @SE_Rajoelina
[The Purveyor of the Miracle Cure COVID ORGANICS - which was recently
debunked and pronounced an effective Cough mixture]
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And of course the Bulldozer Dr. @MagufuliJP
@MagufuliJP #COVID19 was equivalent to “Satan” and that it would naturally
be defeated with prayer, since “Satan cannot reside in the body of Christ.”
Sifting the #COVID19 Signal from the Propaganda
Daily confirmed COVID-19 cases @OurWorldInData

10-MAY-2020 :: We are trending in the 80,000-100,000 #COVID cases a day now.
We have crossed 4,000,000 cases.
https://bit.ly/2Lu9K3F
02-JUN-2020 :: Fast Forward Daily Confirmed Cases are in 100,000-120,000 range
https://bit.ly/300GI4e
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Newly reported cases reached a high of 130,400 on June 3.
https://bit.ly/3dJRvnk
#Pandemic accelerate ~ 600,000 new cases in 2 days ~ 22,500 new deaths in 3 days
@oli3be

We are not there yet. The exponential moment is still in front of us. #COVID19
500,000 daily new cases before the end of summer. @oli3be
https://twitter.com/oli3be/status/1286927965276778497?s=20
The current trajectory suggests there will be more than 25 million cases globally
by the end of August. #COVID19 @TetotRemi

A virulent plague that “travelled through the air as if on wings, it burned through
cities like fire”.
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24-FEB-2020 :: "The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to
understand the exponential function." - Professor Allen Bartlett http://bit.ly/
38UwVym
Jul 23 Global #COVID19 diagnosed case growth average 1.8%. @jmlukens
https://twitter.com/jmlukens/status/1286201514030030849?s=20

Jul 25 #USA, #Brazil, & #India lead world with millions of #COVID19 cases.
#Russia number four with slowing growth.
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#SouthAfrica, #Columbia & #Argentina fast exponential growth since May. #Israel
2nd wave growth rate among fastest in world. #Kenya & #Ethiopia on fast growth
watch list.

Africa is entering a Fast Growth ‘’escape’’ velocity Phase
It took 123 days to go from the first case of #coronavirus to 250,000 confirmed
cases Africa. From 250,000 to 500,000 21 days. From 500,000 to 750,000 14 days
Africa on track to pass 1 million diagnosed #COVID19 cases shortly @jmlukens
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CFR = 4.04% Regression of CFR begins to slow down (new deaths are increasing
faster than new cases) @oli3be
5 days :
~ 36,750 new deaths ▲▲▲
~ 1,350,000 new cases ▲

Conclusions

The virus is not correlated to endogenous market dynamics but is an
exogenous uncertainty that remains unresolved #COVID19
http://bit.ly/3atix0b
No-one has ever produced a safe and effective vaccine against a coronavirus.
Birger Sørensen, Angus Dalgleish & Andres Susrud Immunor & St Georges
University of London
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Currency Markets Euro resurgent Dollar slides
Just look at the extraordinary difference in the return to restaurants in Germany
and the U.S @bopinion

This explains why the Euro is rallying My Target is 1:25

The $DXY has further to Fall
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USD sentiment: Dollar Optimism Index is at the *lowest* 1% of readings over the
past 10 years. @sentimentrader

Dollar Index 3 Chart @creentheburner

The PRINTER is still in overdrive
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US money supply is +33% so far in 2020. Even Hugo Chavez couldn't
keep up with that. @JeffWeniger H/T @Biancoresearch

However, The Dollar is holding versus EM which is an interesting
Signal
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PRECIOUS METALS TURN VIRAL
Gold trades over $1,900 an ounce @markets [TARGET $2,200
BEFORE YEAR END]

The Message Behind Gold’s Rally: The World Economy Is in Trouble @business
https://j.mp/3hF8Vmz
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It’s easy to forget now but there was a time early on in the pandemic when the
price of gold was in freefall.
It was a curious thing, what with the virus sparking a collapse in the global
economy, and it would prove in time to be one of the great head-fakes in the
recent history of financial markets.
For the pandemic of 2020 would soon show itself to be the driving force behind
one of the most ferocious rallies the gold market has ever seen.
At the close of trading in New York on Friday, bullion had spiraled to $1,902.02 an
ounce, some 30% higher than the low it hit in March and just 1% off a record high
set back in 2011.
The virus has unleashed a torrent of forces that are conspiring to fuel relentless
demand for the perceived safety from turmoil that gold provides.
There’s the fear of further government-ordered lockdowns; and politicians’
decision to push through unprecedented stimulus packages; and central bankers’
decision to print money faster than they ever have before to finance that
spending; and the plunge in inflation-adjusted bond yields into negative territory
in the U.S.; and the dollar’s sudden decline against the euro and yen.
Meanwhile, gold posted its seventh weekly gain on Friday, and analysts don’t
expect the increases to end anytime soon.
“When interest rates are zero or near zero, then gold is an attractive medium to
have because you don’t have to worry about not getting interest on your
gold,” Mark Mobius, co-founder at Mobius Capital Partners, said in a Bloomberg TV
interview.

“I would be buying now and continue to buy.”
The crisis a decade ago was all about banks, said Afshin Nabavi, head of trading at
Swiss refiner and dealer MKS PAMP Group, who nows sees gold “pointing towards
$2,000.”
“This time, to be honest, I do not see the end of the tunnel,” he said, at least
until U.S. elections in November.

27-JAN-2020 :: “But it is a curve each of them feels, unmistakably. It is the
parabola.''
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http://bit.ly/2RxwB2l
“But it is a curve each of them feels, unmistakably. It is the parabola. They
must have guessed, once or twice -guessed and refused to believe -that
everything, always, collectively, had been moving toward that purified shape
latent in the sky, that shape of no surprise, no second chance, no return.’’

24-FEB-2020 I would venture Gold is correlated to the #Coronavirus which is set to
turn parabolic and is already non linear and exponential ~ or as that great French
Thinker Paul Virilio described it ~ has “escape velocity”
http://bit.ly/38UwVym
22-MAR-2020 :: I believe Gold will soon turn viral to the Upside I am looking for
$2,000.00+ [Market closed at $1484.00 that day]
https://bit.ly/2WD1tl0
22-JUN-2020 :: Gold is a No Brainer targets $2,000.00
https://bit.ly/3hQcdEE

Race to the bottom. This is a global synchronized debasement. @TaviCosta
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SILVER #SILVER chart @creentheburner [My Target is $50.00]
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The silver rally likely far from over. Silver to money supply is still near historic
lows! A parabolic move looks to be ahead of us. Call it “The Big Long”. @TaviCosta

Brothers Nelson Bunker Hunt and Herbert Hunt attempted to corner the world
silver markets in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at one stage holding the rights to
more than half of the world's deliverable silver.
https://bit.ly/2w0Sy1M
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During the Hunts' accumulation of the precious metal, silver prices
rose from $11 an ounce in September 1979 to nearly $50 an ounce
in January 1980.
Silver prices ultimately collapsed to below $11 an ounce two months later,[2] much
of the fall occurring on a single day now known as Silver Thursday, due to changes
made to exchange rules regarding the purchase of commodities on margin.[3]
“Hunt had a paranoid world view and it made sense to him to amass silver and
hang on to it.”
Most traders buy and sell paper. The actual stuff represented by that paper is
delivered to someone else. Hunt wanted the silver.
He chartered three 707 jet aircraft to haul the metal to warehouses in Switzerland
and hired a dozen sharpshooting cowboys to provide security, according to Knight.
When he began buying silver with his brothers in 1973, it cost $2 an ounce and a
big consumer was Eastman Kodak to make film.
Before the Hunts were through, seven years later, they’d stockpiled more than 200
million ounces, the price was soaring past $45 an ounce and regulators were
preparing to take measures to make sure nothing like what Nelson Bunker Hunt had
done would ever happen again.
“They broke the ascent by basically outlawing the buying of silver,” said Knight,
who blogs at slopeofhope.com.
“Only liquidation orders would be accepted. It’s almost criminal what they
did.”
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On March 27, 1980 — what came to be known as “silver Thursday” — Comex asked
Bache Group, the Hunts’ broker, for $134 million.
The three Hunt brothers had $4.5 billion in silver holdings, $3.5 billion of it profit,
Knight said. But they didn’t have $134 million.
A $180 million judgment against them pushed the Hunts into bankruptcy.
All Bunker Hunt had left from his billions were a few million, a stable of racehorses
and a $90 million tax bill to be paid over a 15-year period, Knight said.
Conclusions
Euro 1.25
$DXY < 90.00
Gold $2,200+
Silver $50.00+
EM a Sell
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